
 

LESSON 21: how to build speed 

Speed the Plow 

Blackberry Rag 

b 
Lesson 21 Intro 

Building speed is every fiddler’s dream. Although it tends to happen organically 

as you gain more experience with foundational techniques and tunes, there 

comes a time when you can put in some extra effort to increase your speed.  

Challenges in building speed are rooted in several elements, including the 

amount of time you’ve played, technique development, positioning errors, 

mental and physical tension, and how well you know your song. 

In this lesson, I’ll give you key exercises to help you build speed comfortably. I’ll 

also offer more suggestions on how to bring life into the tempo that works for 

you, whatever that may be, so that you can feel confident without feeling like 

you have to play fast. Remember, faster isn’t always better; it’s the groove, not 

the speed, that matters. Some of the most enjoyable fiddlers are easy to listen to 

because they’re not playing a million miles per hour.   

When we consider building speed, two words come to mind: gradual and relaxed. 

Set small goals to help you work towards those big, gradual wins. Stay relaxed in 

both your mind and your body. 



   

I’ll teach you one of my favorite hornpipes with tons of string crossings, Speed 

the Plow. You’ll also learn the Doc Watson tune Blackberry Rag. This will be a 

really cool tune to bring to a contest as a tune of choice and both of these tunes 

will help you gain speed in your playing.  

Efficiency of Motion - Right Arm 

Isn’t it incredible to watch the exaggerated, unnatural motions that our bodies 

want to make when we play fiddle? To counteract that, we constantly encourage 

the body to move in ways that look and feel natural.  

 

To make your motions as efficient as possible, let’s find the minimum amount of 

right arm motion needed to play each note. Here are eight important check-ins 

for building speed in the right arm. To strengthen these skills, view my list of 

reference videos below this video. 

1. Appropriate Bow Lengths - In Session 1, we learned about the short and 

long bow lengths. As basic as this concept may seem, it’s an element that 

even I check in with. Appropriate bow lengths create good rhythm and 

groove. Consistent bow lengths help build speed because they’re reliable. 

When fiddlers lose focus on bow lengths, bowing can become a series of 

compensations in which all the notes seem to blend, and rhythm and tone 

become muddy. 

Take a moment now to check in with your bow lengths in a favorite Session 2 

tune, Turkey in the Straw. Be sure that your bow lengths are exact, not 

approximate. Long bows occupy the entire space between bottom sticker and top 

sticker; the majority of short bows occupy the entire space between bottom 

sticker and middle sticker. 

 (To strengthen this skill, watch Lesson 6: “Bow length Application” and Lesson 2 

videos: “Bow division #1” and “Bow division #2.”) 



   

1. Level Elbow on String Crossings - In Speed the Plow, we’ll do a ton of string 

crossings back and forth from D to A and from E to A. To play string 

changes most efficiently, hold your elbow level. We will always hold the 

elbow at the height of the lowest sounding string, and the hand will dip 

down to reach the higher sounding string. For instance, if I’m going back 

and forth from D to A, the D is the lowest-sounding string, so the elbow 

will rest at the D string height as the right hand dips down into the A 

string. If I’m going back and forth between the E and A string, the A is the 

lowest sounding string, and so the elbow will rest at the A string height. 

2. Right Arm Focal Point - Let’s revisit my door and wall analogy. The wall 

(your bicep) always stays still while the door (the forearm) opens and 

closes. Consider the elbow as your focal point; the door should open past it 

on the outside and past it to the inside, drawing a slightly diagonal line in 

front of you. After you’ve closed the door and gotten a nice bow, a tripping 

point can occur as you go back down if the door stops at the focal point 

and the upper arm takes over. As we build speed, this is the #1 bad habit 

that wants to creep back in. Check in with your bow arm and be sure that 

you cross the focal point smoothly in both up bows and down bows. 

(To strengthen this, watch Lesson 1: “Your Bow Arm,” Lesson 6: “Open the Front 

Door,” “One-Note Jam: Open the Front Door,” and “Straight Bows.”)  

3. Relaxed Wrist - I know this seems like a no brainer, but as we build speed, 

it’s extra important to release tension from your bowing wrist. If you feel 

tension in your wrist, observe your 4th finger. Are both knuckles rounded? 

To help relax this finger, you can tap three times to round both knuckles or 

lift it in the air entirely (be sure your thumb stays bent.) This can relax all 

of your fingers and encourage your wrist to move more naturally.  



   

(To strengthen this concept watch Lesson 2: “The Wrist,” Lesson 10: “Relaxed 

Wrist: Forehead Bumps,” Lesson 13: “Relaxed Wrist,” Lesson 19: “Flexible 

Joints.”)  

4. Pull the Sound Out - We all think that to get a big sound, we need to push 

really hard. In fact, we can get a more resonant sound by pulling the sound 

out of the fiddle. On an open D, push the sound out; now pull it out and 

enjoy the resonance and the vibration of the string. Be sure that you don’t 

exert too much energy with your bowing.  

(To strengthen this watch Lesson 6: “Even Bow Weight,” Lesson 9: “Bow Weight 

Lesson,” Lesson 10: “Relaxed Muscles.”) 

5. Smooth Bows - It’s easy for the eighth notes in fiddle tunes to get choppy if 

the bow becomes too short or you vary the weight in your bow strokes. To 

address this, use consistent bow weight. As you practice the one-note jam, 

rely on your ear to help smooth bow direction changes. How smooth can 

you make your bows? 

(To strengthen this, watch Lesson 19: “Connected Bows,” “Flexible Joints,” and 

“Bow Direction Changes.”)  

6. Elbow Height - Is your elbow height properly proportioned to the string 

height? If your elbow is too high, it wastes energy and motion and creates 

tension. Adjust your elbow height to match the string height and save 

energy.  

(To strengthen this, watch Lesson 6 video “4, 3, 2, 1’s: Good Tone.”) 

7. Speed Bumps - Speed bumps are a great way to identify how fast is too fast 

for you. As you work up your speed, you’ll find certain spots in your tunes, 

or “speed bumps,” where you can’t possibly go any faster. You can identify 

these when you notice a technique fall apart at a certain tempo. For 



   

instance, if your wrist looks relaxed until you hit a certain speed and then 

you tense up, you’ve found a speed bump. When you find one of these, 

here’s what to do: slow down a bit and gradually try to work up speed 

while maintaining the technique. If you struggle with the speed bump 

repeatedly, go even more slowly. Be patient as you develop the technique. 

Efficiency of Motion: Left Fingers 

We always strive to avoid exaggerated, superfluous motions. In the Lesson 14 

video, “How to Place and Lift our Fingers,” we talked about lifting your fingers 

from the base knuckle and keeping them close to the fingerboard. Let’s take this 

a step further now and talk about two important left hand exercises to minimize 

flying fingers. 

1. Finger Magnets - Pretend your fingertips are magnets and the fingerboard 

is your fridge. As you lift your fingers, imagine that the fingertips don’t 

want to leave the string at all since they are magnetized. Barely lift your 

fingers and notice how your left hand changes. For most people, the 1, 3, 

and 4 are common culprits for “flying fingers.” 

2. Finger Tunnels - Place all four fingers on the A string. Check in with your 

straight wrist, pull your elbow under the fiddle so that you can see it, and 

be sure your fingers are on their tips. Notice those beautifully rounded 

finger tunnels? Now, gently lift your fingers and try to keep those tunnels 

intact. This accomplishes the same goal as the fingertip magnets, but in 

this exercise, you’ll begin to notice the beauty in your professional-

looking fingers. 

By keeping your fingers close to the fingerboard and bowing with ease,  you’ll be 

a much more efficient fiddler. This will help out big time as you build speed. 

 



   

(To strengthen this, watch Lesson 14: “How to Place and Lift Your Fingers,” 

“Frame of Hand #2,” “How to Use your Thumb to Avoid the Death Grip.”) 

Left Hand & Right Hand Coordination 

Now that we’ve talked about your right and left hands individually, let’s check in 

with the coordination between the two. Unfortunately, often the fingers and the 

bow want to move at different times. Let’s work on an exercise to synchronize 

your movements to accomplish a clean and well-coordinated sound. Here, we’ll 

let the finger drop before the bow moves. 

Building Speed #1: Up 4 & Back 2 

We’ve all tried playing a song slowly and then thought, “Let me go fast now,” 

only to fall flat on our faces and become discouraged. I’m guilty as charged. 

Here’s my favorite method to avoid that pitfall and build speed successfully. Set 

your metronome at 60-80 BPM - make sure it’s a speed that feels very slow to 

you. Now loop a short phrase of four to eight notes. Once you’ve nailed the 

phrase at that speed, go up four clicks on your metronome and get it feeling 

good. Then dial it back two clicks, get it feeling good, and move up another four, 

and so on, until you’re going ten clicks faster than your starting point. The next 

day, begin two clicks higher than the last day’s starting point.  

 

As you become good at this method, you’ll be able to use this with your guitar 

back-up tracks. As a one-year Fiddle School member, you can download the 

tracks onto your computer, import them into a speed shifter (eg. Amazing 

Slower Downer or Transcribe) and build speed by going up four percent and back 

two percent (those programs use percentages). 

The “Hot Fiddle” Exercise 

When you place a finger, it’s not just being placed, it’s being dropped. Your 

fingers will follow the law of gravity: as you drop the finger, the motion begins 



   

slowly and then speeds up as the finger nears the string. You did this 

subconsciously in the popcorn fingers exercise in the Lesson 14 video,” How to 

Place and Lift Your Fingers.” Now, review that video and incorporate the magnet 

fingertips concept. Drop your fingers straight down and lift straight up in a 

vertical motion. When you keep your fingertips pointing at the string, you can 

keep your fingers close to the fingerboard. Time for the hot fiddle exercise!  

Gently place the 1st finger on the A string and slowly bring the 4th finger to the 

string until you touch it as though it’s hot, a hot wire. As soon as the finger 

touches, lift it quickly. Be vertical in your lift, but not exaggerated, and keep the 

motions small. Let’s repeat this five times on each finger. 

Feel at Home in Your Tempo 

As you incorporate speed-building into your practice time, remember that when 

it comes to performances, it's important to settle into a tempo where you feel at 

ease. It’s always nicer to hear a musician play something well than to play it 

fast. When you’re at a contest, fiddle camp, or jam session, it’s tempting to 

compare your speed with that of the other fiddlers. But no matter how fast or 

slow others are playing, you have your own natural speed where your fiddle 

tunes sound best.  

 

When you’re at a jam or performance, resist the temptation to match others’ 

tempos and stick with your own comfortable pace so that you feel secure and 

grounded. Not only will you feel better, but you’ll also sound better. 

Even the best old school Texas-style fiddlers realized this and didn’t play super 

fast. To hear one of my favorite examples of how effective slower tempos can be, 

go to the Fiddle Lounge and check out the great album, “Texas Fiddle Favorites”. 

When you embrace your natural speed, it can give you more personality in your 

playing and really help you sound like yourself. When you perform, trust in your 

tempo.  


